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Abstract:

In this work, we used a nonlinear, reduced gravity model of the Gulf of Mexico to study the effect of a
seasonal variation of the reduced gravity parameter on ring-shedding behaviour. When small amplitudes of
the seasonal variation are used, the distributions of ring-shedding periods are bi-modal. When the amplitude
of the seasonal variation is large enough, the ring-shedding events shift to a regime with a constant, yearly
period. If the seasonal amplitude of the reduce gravity parameter is small but a noise term is included, then a
yearly regime is obtained, suggesting that stochastic resonance could play a role in the ring-shedding
process taking place in the Gulf of Mexico.
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INTRODUCTION

Anticyclonic rings generated by meandering of
intense boundary current systems are long-lived,
intense near-surface features that dominate the
oceanic mesoscale in different regions of the World
Ocean. They substantially contribute to determine
the water mass characteristics as well as the upperocean circulation patterns in these regions and, due
to their characteristic self-induced, westward
propagation, they often also play an important role
in the transfer of chemical and biological properties
across frontal zones (Olson, 1991). The large surface
temperature anomalies as well as the large surface
horizontal velocity shears associated with these rings
may profoundly influence human activities. In the
Gulf of Mexico (Fig. 1), for instance, the passage of
“warm-core” rings detached from the Loop Current
is able to disturb oil extraction activities, while it is
demonstrated that hurricanes may be intensified by
their interaction with the warm ring water (see
Halliwell et al., 2011 and references therein).
Predicting the onset and evolution of ring
shedding in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) may
substantially contribute to the understanding of the
subtle dynamics involved in the local oceanic
phenomena and also to the reduction of the impact
on human activities caused, directly or indirectly, by
these rings. Observations show a nearly bi-modal
distribution (the most evident peaks existing around
6 months and 9 to 11 months). Current full-fledged
ocean numerical models can explain some of the
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observed ring-shedding variability but fail in
simulating observed periods (Murphy et al., 1999);
(UWelsh and Inoue, 2000); (Romanou et al., 2004).
Simple models, on the other hand are only able
to reproduce an almost constant period (Hulburt and
Thompson, 1980); (Sturges et al., 1993); (Oey et al.,
2003), which was called the “natural” period of the
Gulf by Hulbert and Thompson (10-11 months). In
part, this deficiency of existing numerical model is
undoubtedly the result of inaccuracies induced in the
simulated dynamics by the imposed boundary
conditions, which unavoidably, tend to introduce in
the system an exaggeratedly strong yearly signal.
The discrepancy between observations and
simulations, however, may be used to gain a deeper
understanding of the subtle dynamics governing the
process of ring shedding in the Gulf of Mexico. In
fact, it results that as the strength of the yearly signal
imposed in realistic model simulations decreases, the
occurrence of yearly, ring-shedding events also
diminishes. This behaviour may indicate that, in
numerical models, a synchronization mechanism
exists, which is able to shift a “natural” ringshedding period toward a yearly one.
Considering that the seasonal cycle of sea
surface temperature (SST) in the Gulf of Mexico is a
natural forcing on the wide spectrum of physical
processes taking place there then emerges an
attractive possibility: stochastic resonance. If the
imposed forcing by the SST is strong enough to
drive the system, we can expect that ring-shedding
variability will contain spectral energy in the yearly
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frequenccy, but this iss not the case, or at leastt not
most of the time. Now, if we in
nclude noise aas a
forcing m
mechanism, thhen we can ex
xpect that a w
weak
signal inn the forcing can
c be amplifiied and optim
mized
by the asssistance of nooise (Gammaiitoni et al., 20000).
In other words: if inn the Gulf off Mexico exissts a
weak, yyearly signal in the forcin
ng, which is not
capable of inducing a yearly perriod in the rringsheddingg process, thiis yearly forccing plus a nnoisy
term couuld be able too produce ring
g-shedding evvents
with a yeearly period.
Our conjecture may
m
be testeed using sim
mple
numericaal models. Too this purpose,, we implemeented
in the G
Gulf of Mexico a nonlinearr, reduced-graavity
model siimulating an idealized
i
Loop
p Current throough
the infloow/outflow off near-surface water throughh its
boundariies (see Fig. 1). This is th
he simplest m
model
capable of simulatingg ring shedding (Hurlburt and
Thompsoon, 1980). In this study, it is proposed thhat a
reduced gravity modeel, where the buoyancy term
m is
seasonally forced andd the dissipatio
on term is varried,
can expplain the obbserved period of sheddding
behaviorr. Additionallyy, we explore the possibilitty of
stochastiic resonance in
i the ring-sheedding processs by
includingg a noise teerm in the seasonally
s
foorced
buoyancy term.

2

inteegrated numerrically for a peeriod of 20 yeears using
a fo
orward Euler scheme and aan Arakawa C grid for
the active layeer. All moddel experim
ments are
perfformed using
g a time step of 90 secon
nds and a
horizontal grid with
w 135 x 1533 points and a spacing
of 1/4 degree (see Fig. 1 ). In a firsst set of
exp
periments, a constant
c
reduc
uced gravity parameter
p
(g’)) is used. In th
he second set,, a seasonally evolving
g’ parameter
p
is considered.
c
FFinally, a noissy term is
add
ded to the seassonally evolvinng g’ parametter.

MO
ODEL SIM
MULATIO
ONS

A reducced gravity model
m
(1.5 laayers) is usedd to
simulate the eddy-sheedding processs in the Gullf of
Mexico and to study the influence of the seassonal
cycle uppon it. The upper-ocean
n temperaturee is
assumedd constant in space
s
but variies in time. T
Thus,
by usingg a linear theermodynamic equation forr the
density oof the upper layer
l
(to makee sure that wee are
being consistent witth the planeetary geostroophic
approxim
mation) a redduced gravity parameter w
which
evolves w
with the time is obtained.
The ddomain covers the GOM, th
he Caribbean Sea,
and a poortion of the Gulf
G Stream area in the N
North
Atlantic (see Fig. 1). This ch
hoice allows the
propagattion of anoomalies from
m the wesstern
Caribbeaan Sea throuugh the Yucaatan Channel and
their posssible effect on the ring-sshedding proccess.
On the other hand, the eastern open
o
boundarry is
located ssufficiently faar from our region
r
of prim
mary
interest, thus assurinng that the adjustment
a
takking
place neear the open boundary,
b
and
d the unavoiddable
reflectionn of some waves, doees not interrfere
significaantly with thhe internal dynamics
d
of the
GOM.
In eaach model experiment,
e
th
he equations are

Figu
ure 1: Domain used in our m
model simulatio
ons. There
are two eastern op
pen boundariess, which are fo
orced by a
flow
w induced by a meridional gradient of up
pper layer
heig
ght. These inpu
ut and ouput fflows are time invariant.
Upp
per panel: heig
ght anomalies aat day 50. Low
wer panel:
heig
ght anomalies at day 500.

3

RESULT
TS

Witthout seasonaal forcing, a ssingle peak in
n the ring
shedding period
d is observedd, which dep
pends on
mod
del geometry
y, upper layerr thickness, diffusion,
d
and
d g’ value (Fig
g. 2). A red doot in this figurre and the
folllowing ones in
ndicate the tim
ming of the deetachment
of a ring of the Loop
L
Current.
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reprresents heat exchange
e
betw
ween the oceaan surface
and
d the lower atm
mosphere.

Figure 2:: Histograms and
a
time series of area-averraged
height annomalies over the ring-shedd
ding region useed to
estimate tthe timing of riing shedding ev
vents (red dots)). By
using a diffusion coeff
fficient of 1000
0 m²/s, a connstant
upper panel), w
while
period off seven monthss is obtained (u
with zeroo diffusion perriod doubling is observed (loower
panel).

Whenn the amplituude of the variation
v
of gg’ is
increasedd, a more coomplex behav
viour is obserrved,
characterrized by a bi-modal disstribution, w
which
cruciallyy depends on the amplitud
de (Fig 4). W
When
the ampplitude is largge enough, the
t annual siignal
clearly ddominates, butt when it is weeaker differennt bimodal diistributions apppear, some of
o which resem
mble
the obserrved one.
In thhe case of laarge amplitud
de of the annnual
signal, a quite simpple ring sheedding behavviour
emerges: constant, yeaarly ring-shed
dding events.
Now, we try to annswer what happens
h
whenn the
annual ssignal is weakk but high frequency forcinng is
present. This kind of forcing could
d be, for exam
mple,
similar tto that associaated with turb
bulent heat fluuxes
between atmosphere and ocean. A simple way
ay to
simulate them is byy using a no
oise term, w
which
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Figu
ure 3: Ring-sh
hedding distribu
butions obtained when a
seassonal variation in g’ is includeed. The phase constant
c
is
used
d to obtain a seasonal variationn of density in agreement
with
h the seasonal cycle of SST
T in the centraal Gulf of
Mex
xico. Zero diffu
usion is used.
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produce yearly ring shedding, because it is not large
enough (upper panel). The inclusion of a small noise
term modifies the distribution of ring-shedding
periods but it is not able to induce ring-shedding
events with a yearly period. If the noise amplitude is
increased three times, then the noise term is able to
change this behaviour, inducing a dominance of
ring-shedding events with a period close to the
yearly one.
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Figure 5: Stochastic forcing. The white curve represents
the seasonal variation of g’. In the green curve, a noise
term with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.015 is
added. This forcing is multiplied by a factor 2 and 3 in the
red and blue curves, respectively.

4

Figure 4: Similar to Fig 3, but with a larger amplitude for
the seasonal variation of g’.

In this case, we used for the stochastic forcing a
series of random numbers with zero mean and
standard deviation of 0.015. Additionally, we
explore the effect of noise magnitude on the ringshedding process using a factor of two and three in
the noise term (Fig. 5).
Fig. 6 shows the ring-shedding period
distribution resulting of the seasonal variation of g’.
The amplitude of the seasonal forcing is not able to

CONCLUSIONS

In the case of constant g’, it is shown that large
values of diffusion lead to ring-shedding events with
a constant period of several months, while with zero
diffusion the period is doubled.
By considering a seasonal variation of g’, a more
realistic ring-shedding distribution is obtained,
which is characterized by a bi-modal distribution
that crucially depends on the amplitude. If the
annual signal of g’ has large amplitude, a quite
simple ring shedding behaviour is observed: a
constant, yearly ring-shedding event.
If the amplitude of g’ is not large enough to
induce yearly variability in the ring-shedding
process, such behaviour can be obtained by
including stochastic forcing with a proper intensity.
Thus, it has been shown that stochastic resonance
could play a role in the ring-shedding process taking
place in the Gulf of Mexico.
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Figure 6: Ring-shedding period distributions using
seasonal forcing (upper panel) and seasonal forcing plus
noise. See the text for details.
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